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                     Last Issued to Registry members in December, 2004  

                                                         Last updated by Paul Dullaert on Oct. 13, 2009          

NEWSLETTER INDEX AND PARTS LIST 

Most of the newsletter information listed is of a technical nature e.g. repair, modification, parts, and 
specifications. Some non-technical subjects are also listed e.g. history of the Squires. This includes and expands 
upon the subjects already provided in the previous index by Jim Dimond (restorer of #9).  Many part numbers not 
given in the newsletters are listed.  Most were obtained from the NAPA and RockAuto websites 
(www.napaonline.com and www.rockauto.com).  It is best to search on a 1972 Mustang/Cougar 250 cid. L6 with 4 
wheel drum brakes. It is probably best to say, “1972 Mustang “ when the parts counter person asks, “What’s it 
for?” To add to this information or to correct errors contact Paul Dullaert (Chassis #35),  email: 
pjdullaert@golden.net. 

                        This index includes all newsletters up to and including #139. 

A-arms   16 pg 3, 21, 71 pgs 3 & 4   see also Suspension, front   In catalogs and databases these are called Control 
Arms.  Lower Control Arm Assembly (includes arm, bushing & ball joint) (right or left) is Ford #D7DZ-
3078-A, NAPA #NCP 2605010, Moog (Federal-Mogul Corporation) #K8123 (as installed on Squire  #35), 
Dana/Spicer #K8123 or NAPA #NCP2605010. The original lower control arms were modified by welding 2 
tabs to their upper surface to accept a shock absorber having a transverse bolt at the lower end. New 
lower control arms are made to accept a shock absorber (eg. Monroe #31069) having a threaded 
extension of the shock piston rod which extends through a hole in the arm.  Upper Control Arm (right or 
left) is Ford #D5DZ-3082-C, KSI #2154A63 or AC Delco #45J0002. 

Abarth exhaust systems & mufflers   59 

ABS – Anti-lock braking system   27 pg 4, 30 pgs 2 - 5 

Accessories   46 pg 1 (Brooklands), 76 

Adrian Squire   13 pgs 3 & 4, 31 pg 3 

Air cleaner   20 pg 2, 90 pg 2   see also K & N air cleaner 

Alignment   41, 46 pg 6, 61 pgs 2 - 4, 110 (Art Stahl’s settings), 129 pg 2.   The preferred (nominal) settings for the 
71-73 Ford Mustangs using this front end are: Left Caster 2 ½ degrees positive; Right Caster 3 
degrees Positive; Left & Right Camber 1/2 degree negative; Toe-in 1/8” overall between both wheels. 

Alternator   75   “one wire” universal replacement from J.C. Whitney Numbers appearing on the stock alternator 
are as follows: 15V 42A D2AF-10300 AB NEG.  One groove pulley (stock Squire) alternatives: NAPA 
Power Standard #RSE 2133009 (38, 45 amp) or #RSE 2133014 (55, 61 amp); NAPA Power Supreme 
Premium #RAL 133009 (38, 45 amp) or #RAL 133014 (55, 61 amp); NAPA Bosch #BSA AL513X (42, 55 
amp) or #BSA AL514X (70 amp); NAPA AC Delco 65 amp #ACD 321156; World Wide 42 amp (standard) 
#20144 or World Wide 65 amp (optional) #20155.       

Alternator brush set   NAPA Echlin #ECH F417 or #ECH AF108 (which includes the holder); NAPA Mileage Plus 
#MPE F417SB. 

Alternator rectifier   NAPA Echlin #ECH AC7    

Anti-freeze   52 pg 1 

Anti-sieze   38 pg 1   Permatex Anti-Sieze Lubricant #133-K 

Art Stahl biography   4 pg 4 
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Axle, rear   96, 115, 118, 123   as used on 1970-71 Ford Mustang, Torino and Mercury Cougar, Montego.  Moving 
axle sideways: 118.   Bearing & oil seal kit is BCA #RA313.   Checking alignment of rear axle to body: 123 
pgs 3 & 4   

Axle, rear pressure release vent   50 pgs 5 & 6   Ford #E3TZ-4022-E   These come two to a package so, if it has to 
be ordered for you, you may have to buy two. There is sealant already applied to the threads.  The hose 
should be 5/16” inside diameter, not 3/8”.  Use of a clamp is optional. 

Ball joints & boots   71 pgs 2 - 4   Upper ball joint part numbers: Federal Mogul (TRW) #801-10235, MOOG (division 
of Federal Mogul)  #K8142, NAPA #NCP 2601092    Lower ball joints are not replaceable – have to replace 
entire lower A-arm.   See A-arms above. 

Badges, see Emblem below 

Battery   93   Optima gel-cell battery for occasional use and/or prolonged storage 

Battery charger   97 

Bayless Inc.   40   Source of Fiat parts e.g. tail light lenses, steering column 

Bill Lieske biography   24 pg 3 

Body   7 pg 1, 24 pgs 8 & 9 (removal), 26 pg 4, 28 pgs 2, 6 & 7, 44 pg 1, 124 pg 2 

Brake adjustment   60 pgs 2 – 4    left front backing plate rework   (slot width/drill size should be 5/16”, not 3/8”)  

Brake backing plate, front left   108, 109   Ford part #47789 (used on ’70 Mercury Cougar) 

Brake drum   Front: 10” Dia. x 2 ½” Wide finned:  NAPA United #UBP 6401017; Raybestos #1634; Wagner 
#BD60108.   As used on 1972 Mustang/Cougar  Rear: 10” Dia. x 2” Wide plain:   NAPA United #UBP 
6401099; Wagner #BD60058; Bendix #140136. 

Brake drum, out of round   5 pg 2 

Brake flexible hose   Front: NAPA United Brake Hose #UBP 36459 or NAPA Tru-Stop Brake Parts #UTS 4136549.       
Rear: NAPA United Brake Hose #UBP 36710.  

Brake light switch    127, 128 (2 of 4) 

Brake master cylinder   For manual 4 wheel drum brakes.   Car Quest #E73328; NAPA United #UBP 39495; NAPA 
Safety Stop #USS 4739495; NAPA Tru-Stop #TSM 101484; Cardone #101512. 

Brake master cylinder rebuild kit   NAPA United #UBP 487 

Brake pedal effort   128   

Brake performance improvement   114   conversion to front discs as recommended by Master Power Brakes, 
Mooresville, NC    1-888-251-2353     www.mpbrakes.com 

Brake shoes    40, 115   Front shoes are 10” dia. x  2 ½”  wide as used on 1972 Ford Mustang/Cougar and some 
Maverick/Comet models.  Rear shoes are   10” dia. x  2”  wide as used on 1972 Ford Mustang/Cougar.  
Narrower shoes were used on some models of both vehicle categories and some Maverick/Comets used 
only 9” dia. drums and shoes.  Front shoes are NAPA United #RB PAE169R, Safety Stop #RSS SS169, or 
Tru Stop #RTS TS169. Also Raybestos #169 or #169PG (Professional Grade).                                                                                                                        
Rear shoes are NAPA United #RB PAE152R,  Safety Stop #RSS SS152, or  Tru-Stop #RTS TS152.  Also 
Raybestos #152 or #152PG (Professional Grade) and  Wagner #PAB152. 

Brake shoe hold down spring (10” brakes)   NAPA United #UBP 80457 
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Brake shoe return spring (10” brakes)   NAPA United #UBP 80195 

Brake wheel cylinders   Left Front: Wagner #33614, NAPA United #UBP 36017, NAPA Tru-Stop #TSW 4636017; 
Right Front: Wagner #33615, NAPA United #UBP 36018, NAPA Tru-Stop #TSW 4636018; 
Left Rear:  Wagner #33600, NAPA United #UBP 36105; Right Rear: Wagner #33601, NAPA 
United #UBP 36106. 

Brake wheel cylinder rebuild kits   Front: NAPA United #UBP 36; Rear: NAPA United #UBP 397 

Bulbs, fog light   19, 27 pg 1, 50 pg 2, 107   Original is S.I.E.M. 12 Volt,  Watt, amber.                 Lower power 
alternative: Hella ‘D’ #1107 12 Volt, 35 Watt.  Replace with Osram #7301 12 Volt, 45 Watt, clear or 
convert to H3 quartz halogen 55 Watt, clear as described in Newsletter #27 

Bumper, front realignment   112 

Carbon removal   104 pg 3   water down the intake method 

Carburetor   5 pg 1, 21, 59, 73 (illustration), 136 pg 2   Carter RBS single barrel 

Carburetor conversion   76 pgs 3 - 5, 77 pgs 2 - 4   from Carter ABS single barrel to Weber; 121 pg 2 & 122 pg 1  - 
Weber conversion kit #K550                           

Carburetor rebuild kit (Carter)   NAPA Echlin #CRB 25575A DGEV 2 barrel 

Carburetor, rebuilt replacement (Carter)   NAPA #NRC 1283 

Carburetor spacer to intake manifold gasket   NAPA #NGA G26177 

Carburetor to spacer gasket (manual transmission)   NAPA #NGA G26177 (same as above) 

Catalog of American Cars   5 pgs 4 & 5 

Catalogs, see Accessories 

Chassis, see Frame 

Choke, heat tube   63 pg 1 

Choke thermostat   Carter RBS #7145: Standard Metal Products #CV94;  Carter RBS #7147: Standard Metal 
Products #CV80. 

Clearance lights   9, 14 pg 8   see Vintage Supplies below 

Clifford Performance   73, 76, 130, 131 pg 3   Mentioned in the newsletters as Clifford Engineering.  High 
performance parts for Ford 250 cu. in. six.   2330 Pomona-Rincon Road, Corona, CA 92880-1756     
(909) 734-3310   www.cliffordperformance.com 

Clutch operating mechanism   55  see also Pedal mechanism 

Coil, ignition   Motorcraft (Ford) #DG 5: AC Delco #U505; Standard Motor Products #FD471 and #FD471X (heavy 
duty); NAPA Echlin #ECH IC10, #ECH IC676 (epoxy type) or #ECH IC1000 (high performance).          
See also Ignition system below and Points, elimination below. 

Coil resistor   NAPA Echlin #ECH ICR22; Standard Motor Products #RW30 (2 male connectors) or #RW31 (3 male 
connectors). The one on Squire Chassis #35 has 4 male connectors! 

Compression   5 pg 1 
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Condenser, ignition   5 pg 1   Motorcraft (Ford) #DC 13 A; NAPA Echlin #ECH FA82 or #ECH FA8200 (high 
performance); AC Delco #F202Z; Standard Motor Products #FD77 or #FD77X (heavy duty) 

Control Arm   See A-arms above. 

Convertible top, see Top 

Crankcase capacity: see Oil, engine below. 

Crossmember for frame  27 pgs 1 & 2, 28 pgs 4 & 5 

Cylinder Head 131 pg 2 Australian / Argentine cross flow design. 

Dashboard   1, 7 pg 10, 10 pg 5, 26 pg 4, 36 pg 4, 44 pg 4, 74 

Defroster, see Heater 

Differential   31 pgs 1, 4 & 5, 40, 96, 127   Oil capacity: 2 quarts   Lubricant: GL5    On some differentials the lower 
left bolt hole is not drilled thrugh and does not function as a drain plug; these have to be emptied by 
suction through the filler / level hole.  Quaker State (Jiffy Lube) recommends the addiion of a 4 oz. 
tube of Sta-Lube Equa-Torque Limited Slip Differential Oil Additive (Sta-Lube #SL2411) in all Ford 
differentials. Get your own mechanic’s opinion.                                                                                                      
The metal tag on the differential of #35 reads “WES-AD2 2CC 3.25 9 955B”                                                                                                                                 

Disc brakes   92 pg 4, 104 pgs 1 & 2, 114  see also Brake performance improvement above 

Displacement, engine   25 pg 9   250 cu. In. = 4.1 liters 

Distributor   NAPA #NRD 482613 (single vacuum advance) or #NRD 482682 (dual vacuum advance).   Shaft 
rotation is clockwise. Turn housing counterclockwise to advance spark; clockwise to retard spark. 
Clamping bolt takes ½” box end wrench and is at bottom rear of the distributor right against the 
block. 

Distributor cap   Motorcraft (Ford) #DH 4; AC Delco #F300Z; Standard Motor Products #FD124 or #FD124X (heavy 
duty); NAPA Echlin #ECH DP104 or #ECH FA6900 (high performance). 

Distributor oil felt plug   NAPA Echlin #ECH DP104 

Distributor shft oil hole   There is a spring capped oil hole under the round top part of the distributor       
where the shaft can be oiled at each chassis lubrication and oil change.  

Distributor rotor   Motorcraft (Ford) #DR 87 B; AC Delco #F430; Standard Motor Products #FD110; NAPA Echlin 
#ECH FA158. 

Door locks   52 pgs 3 & 4 

Door switches   10 pg 2   Door-ajar alarm, not interior light 

Drainpipes   28 pg 8 

Drain plug (oil pan)   112 pg 2       ½-20 thread      NAPA Balkamp #BK7041918 (standard), #BK7041010 (single 
oversize), #BK7041011 (double oversize), #BK7041012 (triple oversize); NAPA Balkamp 
magnetic #BK7041367 (standard) or #BK7041368 (oversize);       Dorman #090005 or 091005; 
Motormite #65245.          

Drain plug gasket/washer   NAPA Balkamp #BK7041965; Dorman #097001; Motormite #65330; Fel-Pro #70822 

Duke, kit by Classic Roadsters     Introduction pg 13 
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Ed Spielman, Squire story   66 pgs 3 - 6, 67 pgs 1 - 4 

Electrical system   74 pgs 3 - 5, 75 pgs 3 – 5   see also Wiring diagram 

Emblems (Badges, Patches)   11 pg 5, 48, 53, 54, 57 pg 2, 103, 115 pg 2, 119 pgs2, 3 & 5, 120, 121 pg 3 

Emergency brake, see Parking brake 

Engine detailing   90 

Engine mount, front left & right: Anchor #2333; Westar #EM2333; Sealed Power #2702333 (these are as used in the 
‘72 Maverick – whether or not the Squires use the same ones has not been confirmed). 

Engine specifications   90 

Engine, where used     The Ford 250 cid / 4.1 liter L6 was available in the following cars: 1969-70 Fairlane 500       
1969-77 Maverick / Comet          1969-73 Mustang / Cougar        1975-80 Granada / Monarch          1969-74 
Torino              1972-73 Gran Torino                                                          (according to the databases at 
www.napaonline.com & www.rockauto.com)                   Ford in-line sixes were produced in 7 
displacements with 2 block sizes: The 4 small block displacements which began with the 144/2.4 in the 
1960 Falcon  were 144/2.4, 170/2.8, 200/3.3 & 250/4.1. The 3 large block displacements were 223/3.7, 
240/3.9 & 300/4.9 (the 300/4.9 was used in pick-ups & vans). The smaller/earlier engines had only 4 main 
bearings and 3 expansion (freeze, frost) plugs; the 1964 and later/larger ones had 7 main bearings and 5 
expansion plugs. The Squires use the 1972 (D2DE) 7 bearing 250/4.1.                                                                         
Some Squire owners have reported that their engine was a special heavy-duty industrial unit. Apparently 
there were labels to that effect on their engines. This is most likely to be because the engines were 
purchased “over the counter” from Ford (what are now called “crate engines”) and were the same as 
would have been supplied to power industrial generators, compressors, pumps, refrigeration units, etc. 

Exhaust flange gasket   Manifold to Exhaust pipe   Fel-Pro #8194 /12-1044 (packing) or #60985 (sintered metal);  
NAPA #NGA F7387; Formed Steel #EG17; Goerlich #9965 / 8717; Imco #124017; Maremont #G15 / H1600; 
Marwil #G17B; Midas #EN0923 / EN0923C; Victor #F17250; Walker #31400. Slips over 2” outside diameter 
exhaust pipe. 

Exhaust manifold gasket  Manifold to Cylinder head   NAPA #NGA MS16035W 

Exhaust system   11 pg 2 

Expansion (Frost) plug kit   Dorman #557006 (steel) or #567006 (brass); Motormite #02652 (steel) or #02626 
(brass). 

Factory photographs   15, 64 

Felbin, Ed   14, 15, 64 pg 2, 125 pg 2, 130 pg 2, 132 pg 3  Father of the Squire SS-100 

Fan   90 

Fan Belt   see V-belt 

Fiat parts   40 

Firewall   11 pg 2, 14 pg 2, 34 pg 1, 129 pg 1 

Firing order: 1, 5, 3, 6, 2, 4   It is worth checking to see that the spark plug wires to two consecutively firing 
cylinders do not run touching each other. 

Flag badges   87 

Flag holder   35 pg 7 
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Fog lights   27 pg 1, 50 pg 2, 66 pg 2, 75, 99   see also Bulbs, fog light 

Ford 240 cu. In. engine   66 pg 2 

Frame   7 pg 9, 15 pg 9, 116 pg 1, 124 pg 2, 139 pg 4 (photos)    see also Crossmember above 

Front fenders   24 pg 1 

Frost plug   see Expansion plug above 

Fuel filter   NAPA #SFI 23046 (silver) or #FIL 3046 (gold) 

Fuel level sending unit   25 pgs 3 & 4 (Replacing stock Jaeger with VDO #226-001), 132 pg 1, 136 pg 1 (ground 
wire).   The printing on the top of #35’s fuel gauge reads “390722, 12V J3, JAEGER ITALIA” 

Fuel line, failure   71 pg 2 & 3, 132 pg 1 

Fuel Pressure Regulator   Many sources say that Weber carburetors require that the fuel pressure be reduced 
from about 6 psi (maximum from stock mechanical or electric fuel pump) to about 2.5-3.0 psi. Redline-
Weber sells regulator #318000.63 which  you install in the fuel line between the pump and the 
carburetor. You will need to install (if only temporarily) a fuel pressure gauge between the regulator and 
the carburetor so that you can set the pressure. 

Fuel Pressure Safety Switch    Holley #12-810 is an electrical switch which you can install on a Tee fitting from the 
block with your oil pressure sensor on the other end of the Tee.  It is wired to an electric fuel pump 
(if you use one) to ensure that the pump will not run when the engine is stopped (no oil pressure). 

Fuel pump, mechanical   Carter #M6399; NAPA #NFP M6399; Airtex #6092                       

Fuel pump gasket   NAPA #NGA D27094TC 

Fuel stabilizer   93, 94 

Fuses   74 

Garroway, Dave   125 pg 2 

Gas cap   57 pg 1, 104 

Gas level, see Fuel level sending unit 

Gas line, see Fuel line 

Gas mileage   31 pgs 4 & 5, 34 pg 1    A not especially well-tuned stock Squire gets about 16 mpg. (city/highway 
combined). Maximum distance on a full tank would be about 275 miles; refuel at 225 mi. unless you 
know your car can do better. Some fuel pickup tubes are known not to reach all the way to the 
bottom of the tank. A dipstick will never be wrong. 

Gasoline, unleaded vs. leaded   24 pgs 2, 11 & 12, 61 pg 1 

Gas tank   5 pg 3, 7 pg 2, 17 pg 2,  22 pg 6, 132 pg 1,  135 pgs 1 & 2 and 136 pg 1 (removal procedure)   Capacity: 
17.2 gallons / 65.1 liters.  Drain plug wrench: 17 mm or 11/16”    

Gauges, see Instruments below  

Hand brake, see Parking brake 

Hardware   135 pg 3 
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Head gasket (between cylinder head & engine block): NAPA #NGA HS3910VJ or #SGA HS33910A;  Fel-Pro 
#7916PT1. NAPA Gasket Set #FS3870E is enough for an engine overhaul and includes head, oil pan 
and timing cover gaskets. 

Headlights / Headlamps   25 pg 3, 39 pgs 4 & 5, 49 pg 2, 75 pg 4   see also Vintage Supplies Ltd. below and Vintage 
Headlamp Restoration at www. vintage-headlamp-restoration.co.uk             The outside diameters of 
various types of headlamps are as follows:                      Original Squire =  8 ½”                                                                                                          
NGV 249 (from Suffolk Sportscars in England as fitted to their SS100 replicas) =   9 ½” Lucas P80 = 10 
½”            Lucas QK596 = 10 ¾”              Lucas P100 = 12”               Original Jaguar SS100’s are said to 
have had P80 or QK596 types.  P100’s were usually fitted to larger luxury cars but have been seen on 
SS100’s. 

Headlight switch   28 pg 3, 75 pg 5 

Heater   5 pg 2, 20   J.C. Whitney universal replacement, 123 pg 1 defroster vents 

History of the Squire automobiles     Introduction pg 6, 2, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 22, 29, 35, 36, 38, 39, 61, 80, 81, 82, 
130 pg 2, 131 pg 1, 135 pg 1 

Historic vehicle licensing   82 

Hood belt   139 pgs 1 & 2 

Hood center trim strip   66 pg 2 

Hood hinges   The Squire hinges can be replaced by Triumph TR2 & 3 hinges from Moss Motors (see below). The 
part numbers are as follows:   #802-878, Chrome hood hinge pair, qty 1;   #803-730, Gasket pair (1 
hinge), qty 2;   #310-080, Nut (dash end), qty 4;   #310-140, Nut (hood end), qty 4. 

Hood latch   139 pgs 1 & 2 

Hood prop   34 pg 4   drawing of original 

Horn   51 pg 1, 75    Bill Lieske (#44) wrote the following: “Continuity of the magnet coils can be verified with an 
ohm-meter. Rust spots on the diaphragm apparently are not a problem.  I took the four hex head bolts off 
and found that the contactor points were a bit corroded.  I cleaned those up, put it back together and both 
horns beep like the dickens. When you take the chromed cover shell off one of these puppies, note that on 
the black inner shell there is a pan head slotted screw, placed opposite from the electrical wire terminals.  
This is the contactor adjustment.  You can tune both horns to suit the desired tone combination.  This 
screw is spring loaded from the inside.  Just a skinch of movement of that screw is all that it takes. 

   The original Italian Fiamm horns are no longer made. If they cannot be repaired, consider replacing them 
with the following:  1) Fiamm El Grande compact twin electric horn which has a vertical chrome grill over 
mouth of horns (Squire originals have horizontal grill) and is available with chrome covers 
(www.fiammerica.com/Product.asp?ProductID=167) or  2) Wolo Manufacturing Chrome horn set Model 225-
2T which is all chrome but has no grill over mouth of horns (www.wolo-mfg.com/elec.htm). 

Horn contact ring   126 pg 4 

Idler arm assembly (front suspension/steering)   NAPA #NCP 2683550, MOOG #K815 

Idler arm repair kit   NAPA #NCP 2675240 

Idler arm bushing   MOOG #K8142 (may be same as repair kit above) 

Ignition coil, see Coil above 

Ignition cut-out switch   76 
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Ignition points, see Points below 

Ignition switch & key, Fiat   2, 25 pg 2, 28 pg 3, 40, 111 

Ignition system   52 pg 2 

Impact wrench 135 pg 3 (12 Volt electrical) 

Instruments   26 pgs 4 & 5, 35 pg 2, 44 pg 4, 46 pgs 6 & 7, 76 pg 1 (Jaeger repairs), 124 pg 2, 132 pg 1 

Intermeccanica Owners Registry   94, 106   For all Intermeccanica cars 

Jay Leno   29 

K & N air cleaner   20 pg 2, 90 pg 2   K & N Filtercharger #60-1010 Velocity Stack Filter    2 5/16” flange, 3” high, 7” 
diameter, with vent 

Kaufman, Dave   122 pg 4   Original New Orleans Squire dealer. See 40 pg 4 for Squire advertisement by D. B. 
Kaufman & Co., Ltd. 

Keys, see Ignition switch & key 

Knock-offs   92 pgs 3 & 4, 132 pgs 1 & 2   The thread is 2 ¾” outside diameter  with 8 threads per inch.  The 2 
wheels on the left (driver’s side) of the car and the spare on the back of the car use right hand 
threads. The 2 wheels on the right (passenger’s side) of the car use left hand threads. 

Knock-off wrench   69, 70 

Langdon’s Automotive, Freeport, Long Island, NY.   137 pg 1 

Logo, see Emblems above 

Lokar shifter   see Shifter below 

Louvers   39 pg 4, 46 pg 3 

Lug nuts   51 pg 1   These hold the splined stub axle and brake drum to the wheel axle flange. They get rounded 
off by open end wrenches or by mechanics trying to use their pneumatic impact wrenches which have 
thick walled sockets and won’t fit.  A 3/8” drive ratchet and a normal thin walled socket will work. I have 
ground down the outside diameter of a six point ½” drive socket and keep it just for this job. They are 
½-20 fine thread and should be ¾” across flats.        NAPA Balkamp #BK 6412321; Wagner #BD6183; 
Raybestos #1200N; Dorman #611016. 

Mac Gregor conversion   35 pg 1 & 4 (photo), 39 pg 1, 50 pg 1, 58 pg 1, 60, 69, 97, 98, 105, 132 pgs 2-4    Spare tire 
let into the right front fender, two flexible “supercharger” pipes added from left side of engine 
compartment out and down into the left front fender, small separate “trunk” mounted on rear where 
the spare was.  This was done in Brooklyn, N.Y.   Two are known: #4 and #16  (#16 has since been 
returned to the original arrangement). 

Manifolds   Intake & exhaust gasket set: Fel-Pro #MS97891 

Manual, owners   14 pgs 17 - 26, 21, 22 pg 4 

Manuals, repair   102   Chilton 65-73 Ford Mustang/Cougar #6542                                              Chilton 70-77  
Maverick/Comet #6634 

Master cylinder   see Brake master cylinder above 

Master Power Brakes   114   see Brake performance improvement above 
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Media blasting   28 pg 6 & 7 

Moss Motors   an excellent source of British sports car parts        Moss Motors, 440 Rutherford St., Goleta, CA 
93117   800-667-7872 www.mossmotors.com   superb website  

Motor mounts and frame crossmember   2 pg 1,  4 pg 3,  5 pgs 9 & 10,  27 pgs 1 & 2,  28 pgs 1, 4 & 5,  116 pg 2,  
118     Ford motor mount part number D0OA-6038-H (decodes as 1970 Ford Torino with 250 cid six). 
Apparently obsolete. Probably originally manufactured by Westar. No known substitute.         122   Terry 
Becker can modify an existing mount to work.  Old motor mounts can be refurbished by Damper Doctor – 
see www.damperdoctor.com and click on “Motor Mount Service” but they quoted (8/08) $350.00 to 
refurbish a pair supplied by the customer. Ford Six Performance (www.fordsix.com) can supply mount 
#2333 which is similar and might be able to be modified to fit.                                                                                            

Mustang II front end   39 pg 3, 54, 124 pg 2 

NADA, see Valuation 

Newsletters   123 pg 1, 128 pg 2 

Nuts & Bolts   see Hardware above 

Odometer, trip   47 

Oil additives   69 

Oil, change frequency   121 pg 1 

Oil, engine   5 pg 1   Crankcase capacity: 3 ½ quarts (3.3 liters). With filter change: 4 ½ quarts (4.25 liters).                      
1 US gal = 3.785 liters 

Oil fiiller/breather cap   NAPA Balkamp #BK7031306; Gates #31072; Stant #10071 or #11071 

Oil filter   Fram Tough Guard #TG8A (good), Extended Guard #XG8A (better), Double Guard #DG8A (best). NAPA 
#SFI 21515 (silver) or #FIL 1515 (gold).  AC Delco #PF2 5575840.  Quaker State #PH 8A or Mile Guard 
M08A.  K&N HP-3001 is expensive but excellent. “8A” appears to be the size designation to look for. 

Oil leaks   83 

Oil pan seals   83 pgs 2, 5 & 6, 84 pg 2 

Oil pan drain plug   see Drain plug above 

Oil pan gasket set   NAPA #NGA OS30991; Fel-Pro #OS30217C 

Oil Pressure Sensor   Screwed into the left rear of the engine block. The original is a Jaeger made in France. The 
following numbers appear on it: 12V 31 122501 G2, 1 BAR – 8 BAR. 

Oil seals   83, 84 

Owners Manual, see Manual 

Paint   7 pgs 1 & 11, 76   Original paint said to be Glasso lacquer. The cream paint used on #35 (which was yellow 
originally) is 1975-77, 1979-83 Fiat code #285 Safari Ivory. This is Sherwin-Williams #J5-7630 (that number 
is understood by other automotive paint manufacturers). This color does not show irregularities in the 
body as dark colors do. Squire #9 was painted a similar cream when it was restored by Jim Dimond. 

Parking brake   56 (Lokar), 63 pgs 1 & 4 (Total Performance hydraulic disc) 

Patches, cloth   see Emblems above 
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PCV valve/filter   NAPA #FIL 2991 

Pedal mechanism   24 pg 1, 25 pgs 6 & 7   see also Clutch operating mechanism and Brake pedal effort above. 

Pedal pads   14 pg 8, 61, 101   53-54 Chevrolet pedal cover #27-2-411 

Penetrating oil   25 pg 8   Sili-Kroil 

Performance parts, see Clifford Engineering above.  137 pg 2 

Photo gallery (on CD)   102 

Points   5 pg 1, 30 pgs 6 & 7, 105   Motorcraft (Ford) #DP 3; NAPA Echlin #ECH CS753 (heavy duty); AC Delco 
#F101PVC; Standard Motor Products #FD8081 or #FD8081XV (heavy duty)          .027” gap 

Points, elimination   105   Solid state electronic ignition: Petronix Ignitor #1261 

Power steering   54 pgs 2 & 5, 62 

Radiator & hoses   5 pg 3, 14 pg 8, 15, 22 pg 6, 90 pg 2   Italian IPRA  

Radiator cap   107   7 lbs pressure maximum, not 15 lbs. (questionable in my opinion).   Gates #31527 (#31511 with 
safety release); Stant #10229 or #11229; Stant Lev-R-Vent #10329 or #11329; NAPA Balkamp Safety 
Type #BK7031461 (13 lbs.) 

Rampant bull grille emblem   Part #IT109 from Italia Reproductions, 8981 Lalinia Ave., Suite ‘I’, Atascadero, CA 
93422   (805) 466-6293   www.italiareprouctions.com 

Rear end, see Axle, rear above and Differential above 

Reflectors   57 pgs 4 – 6 

Regalia, see Emblems above 

Reisner, Paula (wife of Frank)  14 pgs 15 & 16, 131 pg 1 

Reisner, Henry (son of Frank) 131 pg 1 

Restoration:   of #8 – 124 pg 2, 129 pg 1; of #11 & 34 – 91;  of #16 – 39;  of #44 – 24, 25 pgs 8 & 9, 26 pgs 4 & 5, 28 
pgs 2 & 3, 34 pg 2 & 3, 46 pgs 3 - 7;  of #50 – 22; of #45 – 138 pg 1, 139 pgs 2 & 4.  

Ride quality   44 pg 1 

Schematic, see Wiring diagram 

Seats   3, 6 pg 11, 7 pg 10, 11 pg 2, 14, 57 pg 1, 62, 116 pgs 2 & 3, 135 pgs 1 & 2 (replacement)     Original seats 
may be as used in Fiat Spyder 100 

Serial number, location on chassis   54 pg 4 

Serial number plate   3, 4 pg 3, 5 pg 2, 10 pg 4, 14 pg 16, 46 pg 1, 64, 98 pg 2 

Shifter, manual   21   Mickey Thompson 

Shifter, automatic   56, 58 pgs 2 - 6   Lokar 

Shifter boot   56  Lokar 
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Shocks, front   16, 25 pg 2, 46 pg 1, 130 pg 1   Ford #KG-4511-K4B or Monroe Gas-Matic / Sensa-Trac #5815  
(supersedes #2067) 

Shocks, rear   19 (Monroe Gas-Magnum #34909), 50 (Gabriel Hi-Jacker #39105), 136 pg 1 (Gabriel Hi-Jacker #49105 
– supersedes #39105).   The rear shocks (which may be original) on #35 are Gabriel #19012. They 
look simple, ordinary and inexpensive. 

Side curtains   5 pg 6, 7 pg 10, 25, 38 pgs 3 & 4 (plastic replacement), 113, 136 pg 2. Do not use   
 Loctite on any fasteners through acrylic plastic. Loctite will cause cracks to “grow”   radially 
around fastener holes in acrylic. 

Signal light switch   see Turn signal switch 

Spare tire mount   5 pg 7, 11 pgs 2 & 4, 24 pg 2, 44 pg 5 

Spark plugs   5 pg 1, 51 pg 2   Autolite #46 (believed to be original to the Ford engine), Ford Motorcraft BRF-82;  
Champion #11 (copper plus), #11S (.050”) or RF18YC (old number of copper plus);  Splitfire #SF4E;  
NGK #2438 (V Power), #4385 or #2901 (both platinum) or #7510 (iridium);  #AP46 platinum (.044”) or 
#APP46 double platinum (.044”);  Denso #5008; Bosch #7551 (or #6200 or DR9BPX platinum);  AC 
Delco #R85TS;    Set gap at .035” unless otherwise noted above or as recommended by retailer. If a 
high output coil has been installed the gap can be increased somewhat (eg. .040”-.042”). 

Spark plug wire set   AC Delco #16806W; Autolite #86100; Standard Motor Products #9628; NAPA Mileage Plus 
#MPW 2610 (good) or MPB 780004 (better); NAPA Belden #BEL 700145 (premium). 

Specifications    7 pg 13, 9 pg 10, 22 pg 3   Weight of the vehicle only is 2200 lbs. / 998 kilograms 

Speedometer   34 pg 1 

Speedometer cable   86 pg 2 & 3, 88 pg 4   CLBCOM #86 is somewhat confusing (and CLBCOM #88 is incorrect) on the 
subject of the speedometer cable transmission end drive gear. It meshes with a worm gear (which would look 
like a coarse external bolt thread if you could see it) inside the transmission. The cylindrical cable end gear has 
18 teeth in a gentle spiral along its circumference.  If you were to turn the gear clockwise and the spiral would 
cause it to “screw in” (away from you), it’s a right hand gear. If turning clockwise would cause it to “screw 
out”, it’s a left hand gear. It doesn’t matter which end you hold towards you. If you have the wrong handed 
gear, the spiral teeth will be deformed in the middle where the worm has been unable to mesh properly – 
perhaps causing the speedometer needle to jump.                                                                                                                              
Automatic (C-4) and upgraded 5 speed manual (T-5) transmission equipped cars use a Yellow 18 Tooth Right 
Hand gear (Ford #C0DD-17271-B).                                                                                       Original 4 speed manual 
(T-4) toploader transmissions should use an Ivory (natural uncolored nylon) 18 Tooth Left Hand gear (Ford 
#C2DZ-17271-K). Art Stahl believes that only right hand gears were shipped to Intermeccanica and these were 
installed in both transmission types. That means that all of the original 4 speed manual transmissions left Italy 
with the wrong handed gear installed. I have confirmed that #35 (manual) had the wrong gear in it.                                                                      
In addition to Ford Motor Co. replacement LEFT hand gears are available from Italia Reproductions, 8981 
Lalinia Ave., Suite ‘I’, Atascadero, CA 93422, (805) 466-6293,   www.italiareprouctions.com as follows: 18 tooth = 
#IT116, 19 tooth = #IT112, 20 tooth = #IT122 and 21 tooth = #IT113.     

Springs, rear leaf   3, 12, 14 pg 7, 25, 108 pg 2, 115, 117, 118.   Lowering bracket: 115, 117 & 118.  Shortening: 118 
pg 2. 

Starter   AC Delco #323216; Bosch # SR549X; World Wide #25216; NAPA #RSE 2449628 (standard) or #REL 449628 
(premium); NAPA Beck Arnley (starter & solenoid) #BA 1876069 (manual transmission) or #BA 1876050 
(automatic transmission). 

Starter relay/solenoid   NAPA Echlin #ECH ST81 or NAPA Mileage Plus #MPE ST81SB 

Starter drive/clutch   Standard Motor Products #SDN3AT; NAPA Balkamp #BK6561057      (4 roller) or #BK6561106 
(5 roller). 
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Starting, engine   104 pg 3   after prolonged storage or neglect 

Steering,  see Alignment 

Steering column   2, 25 pg 2, 40, 42, 44 pg 1, 45, 75 pg 2 – 4   as used in Fiat 600 

Steering damper   44 pg 3 

Steering gearbox    25 pg 2 (adjustment), 136 pg 2    Ford part #D2DR-3550-AA with Ford tag #SMA-B1, 3E18.B. 
The ratio is 16:1.  Four (4) turns of the input shaft produce ¼ turn (90°) rotation of the output shaft. It 
takes 4 3/8 turns to go from lock to lock.  The input (steering column) shaft is nominally ¾” diameter 
(actually 47/64”) and has 36 splines with 1 spline machined flat (leaving 35 splines). The output (Pitman 
arm) shaft is 1 1/16” diameter and has 36 splines with 2 splines machined flat at 0°, 90°, 180° & 270° 
(leaving 28 splines). The steering effort has been slightly reduced on Squire #35 by changing the box to 
a Ford C7ZR as used on a 1967 Mustang. It has a 20:1 ratio.  Five (5) turns of the input shaft produce ¼ 
turn (90°) rotation of the output shaft. It takes 5 turns to go from lock to lock. To mount the Ford box 
Intermeccanica drilled out the 3 threaded mounting holes in the casting and used through bolts into nuts 
welded onto the car frame pad. This means the original casting can not be credited as exchange on a 
new gearbox and you will have to drill out the threaded holes of a new box to mount it. 

Steering, power   see Power steering 

Steering wheel   39 pgs 4 & 5, 59 pg 3, 86 pg 1 & 2, 126 pg 4 

Stepping ribs   10 pg 2 

Storage pouch   11 pg 3 

STP, Son of a Gun   20 

Strut rod & rubber bushings (front suspension)   5 pg 1   Bushings (rubbers) are NAPA # 274-9051 or #MRC 
HB1034k;   MOOG #K8157 

Suspension, front   16 (parts illustration), 21 (cable tying upper & lower A-arms together) Parts are from 68-71 
Ford Fairlane/Torino, 68-70 Ford Falcon, 70-72 Ford Maverick, 68-72 Ford Mustang, 137 
Conversion to coil-over shocks  

Suspension, rear    see Springs, rear leaf above 

Sway bar repair kit (front suspension)   NAPA #MRC 18050 or #NCP 2651204                                                                                                

Switches   5 pg 4, 18, 74 

Switch, safety lockout for C-4 automatic transmission   125 pg 2  Switch # SW-1615.  Ford part number EODZ-
7a247-A 

Switch wrench   75 

Tail lights   14 pg 7, 21, 40, 49 pg 2, 75   Carello or Stars as used on some Ferrari models & Fiat 850 sedan 

Temperature gauge & sensor   86 pg 1   Sensor is Jaeger-France C-3, 12 Volt,                 M16 x 1.5 –  02, 82405    
The sensor used on the ’72 Maverick 250 six is       AC Delco #F1855 (compatibilty with Jaeger gauge 
unknown). 

Thermostat   Original equipment on ’72 250 L6 was Ford #D2AE-8575-LA192°–195°; Gates #3309 (regular) or 
#3309S (premium); Stant #45359 or #65359;  AC Delco #13187; NAPA #THM-183 or Superstat 192-195 
#THM 1038ST. Squire #35 is using Canadian NAPA Superstat (designed to fail open) 530090 / 33009S 
195°. To prevent airlocks when replacing a thermostat it is wise to drill a 1/16” hole through the part 
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of the thermostat that will be uppermost when it is installed in the housing so that even when it is 
closed there will be a tiny opening. The original thermostat was made with such a vent. 

Throttle Cable 134 pg 1 tells how to replace it with NAPA #610-1348 

Thrust bearing (clutch)   BCA #1625, #FB1625C or #614038. 

Tie rod ends   Inner: NAPA #NCP 2692205, MOOG #ES387L   Outer: NAPA #NCP 2692206, MOOG #ES387R 

Timing   5 pg 1   Spark: 6 degrees BTDC (Before Top Dead Center) @ 750 RPM;                   Dwell: 35 - 37 degrees 

Timing Chain Slipper Shoe (molded plastic part inside the cover) is Ford #C9DE-6284-A FK-1. 

Timing Gear Cover (casting) is Ford #D2DE-6059-BA 

Tires   16, 44 pg 1, 107, 109, 136 pgs 1 & 2 (age perishing)   P205/75R15 Uniroyal Tiger Paw AWP black steel belted 
radials with tubes, inflated to 27 psi.    Michelin/Uniroyal part #75687. 

Tire Valve Caps    Chrome universal hex style valve stem caps are Mr. Gasket Co. #3663. Their website is 
www.mrgasket.com but it is not very good.  

Tom Niswonger biography   21 

Tool kit   45 

Top canvas & frame   3, 5 pgs 6 & 7, 7 pg 10, 21, 26 pg 2 & 3, 112, 123 pg 1 

Top clamp/latch   1 pg 2, 3 pg 1, 10 pg 2, 14 pg 7, 57 pg 3   Perko #1112-DP-CHR or Nautalloy #1127 see also 
Vintage Supplies below. 137 pg 1 & 2, 138 pg 1 

Torque converter   26 pg 5   F27, not F26 or F28 

Torsion bars   2, 14 pg 8, 19 (adjustment), 67 pg 5, 68 (overhaul), 71 pgs 4 & 5, 104 pg 2, 107 pg 1, 108, 110 pg 1, 
114 pg 3, 117 pg 4, 122 pg 2, 123 pg 2 (bushings)             Replacement torsion bars for the Squire are 
available from Gary Schroeder of Schroeder Enterprises, 800 South Flower St., Burbank, CA   91502   
(323) 849-1883 through Art Stahl (480) 893-9451 or Squirepal@aol.com       Detailed mechanical drawings of 
the torsion bars and the bushings are available from Paul Dullaert, Chassis #35, pjdullaert@golden.net.                                    
137 pg 1 Conversion to coil-over shocks by Ron Langdon in Freeport, Long Island  

 

Torsion bar replacement   Art Stahl’s instructions for the replacement of torsion bars and bushings are as follows:     
Loosen the two front wheel nuts. Remove the bottom nuts & bolts holding the shock absorbers. Jack the 
car up and put two jack stands in place. Best location for them is under the main front frame member 
under the splash apron to which the fog lights are attached. With the wheels off the ground the torsion 
bars are in the completely relaxed position. (If there's any 'torsion' left in them?). Remove the wheels. 
Remove the four bolts holding the rear torsion bar hangers and pull the bars from the front hangers. You 
may have to insert a thin bar in front and pound the bars to the rear to accomplish removal. 
 
To check on how much spring life remains in your old bars, lay them flat on the floor. The flats on either 
end should be even with the floor. If one end matches the floor and the other is twisted to a 90 or even 
180, that's a bar with no life left in it, and it's almost always on the drivers side.  
 
Now it's time to replace the torsion bar bushings. There is, or there should be, a 13 mm bolt on the 
bottom of the front torsion bar retainer assembly. Loosen that before you start to drive out the square 
tube that the torsion bar sits in. This can be a hell of a pounding job and we have now machined a tool to 
accomplish it but before that, I used a socket that just touched all four sides of the tube and mounted on 
an extension. That worked OK. Before reassembly, clean off all the rust you can get to and file away any 
misshapen edges on the square tube from prior poundings, to where all the parts reassemble with 
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tapping, not pounding.  
 
Finally, the original torsion were Alfa bars splined on both ends. Intermeccanica simply ground off the 
splines, I suspect with an angle grinder because you can still see the grinder patterns on the flats. They 
are not really square and also differ in size from one end to the other. In addition, the tubes that hold 
them are not uniform in dimension so what we found out, the hard way, is that you have to shim the new 
bars before the final tightening, possibly on both ends. Different folks have used different shim material 
but what I've found worked best is old (or new) hacksaw blades. They're hard as hell and break off easily 
once you have them inserted in the tubes as far as you can. I just grind off the teeth first and they're 
ready to use.  

Trailer   31 pg 6, 34 pgs 1 & 2 

Transmission, automatic   56, 58, 92, 119, 125   Transmission fluid capacity: 9 quarts Torque converter fluid 
capacity: 10 quarts    Filter and gasket kit for C-4 transmission is Fram #FT1028 or ATP #B39 

Transmission, manual   38 pg 1 (draining), 80, 81, 87, 88, 89 (87- 89 discuss 5 speed)   Oil capacity: 2 quarts (stock 
4 speed)   Lubricant: GL5 

Transmission saddle   25 pg 1 

Transmission, T-5 manual conversion. To convert Squire #35 from the original 4 speed toploader to a  
 5 speed I purchased a T-5 Ford World Class Transmission #1352-000-251 from a local   speed 
shop. I purchased from Bruce Couture's Modern Driveline, 1264 Ashcroft Lane,   San Jose, CA, 95118, 
(408) 265-0741 the following 2 parts: "MD-504-1101     Transmission Mount, T-
5/Tremec/C4/Toploader" and "MD-401-2102 T-5 Adapter Plate   for V8 6 bolt 4 sp BH." The Adapter 
Plate appears to be California Pony Cars    (Wholesale only) TRA-650-526. See these web 
URL's:       http://www.calponycars.com/prodCat.php?catId=8 and    
    http://www.calponycars.com/prodDetail.php?prodId=349 See especially this URL:  
  http://www.ttcautomotive.com/english/products/T-5.asp The 1352-000-251 transmission  
 is rated for 300 lb.-ft. of torque (very high) and has a 5th ratio of 0.63 (which is very    much 
an overdrive). I can only use 5th at speeds over 55 mph and have to shift down   to pass or climb a hill. 
My driving experience would indicate that this would be best   for a modified 250 ci. enngine that is 
producing more than the stock horsepower or a   small V8. For the stock 250 ci. straight six I would 
now recommend 1352-000-248    because, although it has a lower torque rating of 175-231 lb.-
ft., it has a 5th gear ratio   of 0.8 which would not be so demanding for the lower power. 

Turn signal switch   28 pg 3, 101   Part #IT162 from Italia Reproductions, 8981 Lalinia Ave., Suite ‘I’, Atascadero, CA 
93422   (805) 466-6293 www.italiareprouctions.com 

Turn signal canceling   126 pgs 1, 2 & 4 

Universal joint, rear   77   Front universal joint is Spicer #5-153X combination 1 1/16” – 1 1/8”. Rear universal joint is 
Car Quest #1201/1-4635. 

V8 engines   124 pg 2 (Ford 289 with EFI) 

V-belt   Stock Squire with Fan & Alternator belt only: Gates 7430 (42 1/8’ X 3/8” X 36°) or 7410 (41 5/8” X 3/8” X 
36°); NAPA #NBH 257430 or #TGB 15415 or 15430. If you are replacing a very old stock plain belt you will 
probably notice that the new belt is “cogged” (has shapes like gear teeth on the inside). These belts are 
supposed to stay quiet longer than the plain belts. You will have to retighten a new belt after it has done 
some initial stretching. It may squeal to let you know when to do this. 

Vacuum advance   Standard Motor Products #VC196: NAPA Echlin #ECH VC2030. 

Vacuum lines   78 

Valuation   65 
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Valve cover   4 pgs 2 & 3, 14 pg 8, 54, 59, 90   Edelbrock #39091                                                                        A cast 
aluminum valve cover with gasket for the Ford 250 six may be obtained from Clifford Performance 
(see above). Their part #43-4114  

Valve cover gasket   NAPA #NGA VS39564 or #SGA VS9564;  Fel-pro #VS12692 (cork) or #VS12692R (rubber). 
NAPA #SGA VS9564 (good) or #NGA VS39564 (better) – both are cork & rubber composite. 

Valve recession   see Gasoline, unleaded vs. leaded 

Vibration, from rear universal   77 

Vibration Damper   This heavy circular part is on the forward end of the crankshaft. It has 2 V-belt grooves. It is 
Ford #D2DE-6318-A2 

VIN (Vehicle Identification Number), see Serial number plate 

Vintage Supplies Ltd. (Paul Beck)   An English source of vintage parts: lights, top latches, stepping strips, door 
check straps, wipers & motors.   Vintage Supplies Ltd., Crosswinds, Happisburgh, Norwich, 
Norfolk, England  NR12 0RX      www.vintagecarparts.co.uk       Expensive 

Voltage regulator   NAPA Echlin #ECH VR428 (mechanical) or #ECH VR438 (electronic); NAPA Mileage Plus #MPE 
VR44OSB. 

Water pump   Airtex #AW960; AC Delco #252131; Sealed Power #PC 386; Cardone #58400 (4 mounting holes); 
Cardone #58205 (8 mounting holes – in case any Squires have that style of pump). 

Water pump gasket   Fel-Pro #35054; NAPA #NGA K27121 

Wheels & knock-offs   2, 6 pg 1, 7 pg 11, 14 pg 2, 21, 22 pgs 1 & 3, 27 pg 1, 29 pg 1, 36 pg 1, 46 pg 2, 47, 51, 52 pg 4, 
69, 70, 128, 132 pgs 1 & 2     Dunlop wheels, hubs & knock-offs may be obtained from Moss Motors.   
See Moss Motors listing above. 

Wheelbase   19 (111”) 

Wheel bearings, front   39 pg 2, 75 pgs 1 & 2   as used on ’72 Ford Maverick/Comet        Inner race #L68149; Outer 
race #LM12749.   Inner bearing: NAPA #BRG BR13 or #PGB PBR 13.   Outer bearing: NAPA #BRG12 or 
#PGB PBR12.    Complete kits (bearing + inner & outer races) are Federal Mogul #A12 (Outer) and #A13 
(Inner). These are not expensive and will allow fitting of a castellated formed sheet metal retainer and 
cotter pin over the stock thin spindle nut as originally intended. 

Wheel bearing dust cap, front   Dorman #616501; Motormite #13975. 

Wheel bearing nut, front   Dorman #615074; Motormite #04994. 

Wheel bearing nut retainer, front   Dorman #615075 

Wheel cylinders   see Brake wheel cylinders above 

Wheel nuts, see Knock-offs 

Wheel spoke nipple covers, inside wheel rim    126 pg 1, 132 pg 2 

Windshield   7 pg 1 (frame), 36 pgs 2, 5 & 6 (glass replacement), 66 pg 1 (frame), 139 pg 2 (removal) 

Wind wings   14 pg 7, 38 pgs 3 & 4 (plastic replacement), 93 pgs 2 & 3 (mechanism repair) 

Wiper blades   4 pg 2, 44 pg 2 (9” long maximum) 
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Wiper motor   1 pg 2, 3 pg 1, 4 pg 2, 5 pg 2, 33, 40 pg 1, 44 pg 2, 50 pgs 2 & 4 (parts illustration), 98 pg 2                   
round Lucas 

Wire gauges   74 pg 5   Don’t rewire anything without reading this first.   

Wiring diagram   43 pgs 3 – 6 

Wolf, Mike  15 pg 3   Principal technical designer of the Squire SS-100. Seldom mentioned and largely forgotten.   

 

 

 


